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Abstract—Several members are involved in development and management of the Distributed Software Projects. Each member needs to know the responsibilities of each other for proper management of the activities of such distributed projects to produce coherent outcomes. Distribution middleware software has higher-level distributed programming models whose reusable APIs (application programming interface) and components automate and extend native operating system capabilities. Software management tools like Work break-down structure (WBS), Gantt chart, Critical Path Method, and Critical Chain Method etc. does not fully help the managers to manage the member's responsibilities during the development of distributed applications. The layered architecture can help to do so. This style not only gives the layer level description of the activity involved, it also defines and directs the group of workforce. By listing the groups of workforce, the development team as well as the customer can know the activity and the member involved to work on those specific activities. This layered architecture is much benefited to development team and also to numbers of stakeholder of the large distributed project. The extended new approach of layer pattern with 'Responsibility Index' adds extra value to manage all the members' responsibilities. Managers, stakeholders and others can have an easy management system. The request or complaint from the customer can be passed to appropriate team without much delay. Most importantly this will give facility to collect timely feedback from all levels of customers.

Index Terms—Layer Architecture, Responsibility Index, Team Management, Customer Service, Distributed Projects

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of today's software projects are geographically distributed with limited face-to-face interaction between participants. A typical software development life cycle has several phases. Some of the phases are requirement analysis, Designing, Implementation or coding, Testing, Deployment and Maintenance. Several people (development team) and stakeholders and customers work on different cycle or phase of a project. A good control is required to maintain over the life of the project by a team lead or a project manager. It could be easy to manage such a project if all the evolving people are resides in one place or within some define location. However it will be difficult to manage if many people work from different locations with different time zone and moving from place to place during a phase of project. Manager much uses appropriate tools to control, support and manage the entire team. Manager must have following knowledge:

- to manage a distributed projects and its team
- to build teams across sites
- to break down the tasks and distribute
- to share knowledge as per time, space, and other differences, and
- to coordinate the work to produce best outcomes [1].

The distributed projects have difficulty of coordination. Management becomes more challenging and troublesome to make the 'teams' to work effectively and delivering better outcomes on time and within budget. To manage such distributed projects, the software design patterns are used. A design pattern is a template of formalized best practices to solve a problem. Different patterns are used for different activities of managing a software development. Layered architecture is one of common design pattern uses for allocating and managing the different responsibilities of a team during a life cycle of software development [2]. However the traditional Layered architecture does not have facility to update the status of project on sudden changes. Any new changes of the roles of any member or update of the status of the project should be available to entire team for proper management and common understanding.

This study proposed a new concept 'Responsibility Index' to incorporate with traditional layer architecture to manage all the responsibilities of a large project. This concept will help to manage all the roles or responsibilities of members involved in a large distributed project. The Index will be automatically updated when a role changes and team member will know role of each other. It will help the development team, stakeholder and customer to come closer. Customer will know their designated developer. This will minimize delays in handling ticket (complaints) by maintenance teams. It will improve relation with customer and stakeholder. It will also help in timely collection of feedbacks from the customers. This will help to bring all involving members closer reducing the communication gap.

A. The concept of software development tools

There are different phases in life cycle of a software project starting from requirement gathering to deployment and maintenance of the project. The role and responsibilities are different for executing different phases of the life cycle of software. It may not easy to manage all the roles and responsibilities for a distributed project. Software management tools like Work break-
down structure(WBS), Gantt Charts, Critical Path Method, Critical Chain Method, Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), Network diagrams like Activity on node (AON), Activity on Arrow (AOA) do not exactly fully help the manager to manage the roles and responsibilities. Mostly these tools are developed to manage the centralized projects [3]. The amount of work and members involved in developing open system software applications like Linux, Open CV, etc are very large and managing the responsibilities of each of the member are not easy. Again during maintenance, retrospective phase, sorting reusable components, feedback, emergency of such projects, finding the target group is also a time consuming activity. The new proposed layer software architecture will be benefited to all the personnel involved in the large distributed software projects even to the target user or the customers. Customer will come to know whom to contact or finds the target group in difficulties.

High-level patterns or style are referred as the architectural styles. It includes patterns such as client and server, layered architecture, component based architecture, message bus architecture, and service-oriented architecture (SOA). Each style describes different aspects of applications. For example, some deployments patterns are represented by architectural styles describe, some describe structure and design issues etc. Several applications usually use a combination of more than one of the styles. The architectural style is a set of principles and instruction pattern that provides an abstract framework for developing systems. It improves partitioning and helps design of reuse by providing solutions to recurring problems. They provide a common language. This facilitates a higher level of understanding that is inclusive of patterns, rules and regulations, without getting into details. Architecture styles can relate to client and server versus n-tier. Architectural styles can be organized by the different key focus area [4].

B. The Software usable concept

The purpose of reuse of the Software is to improve software quality and productivity. The concept of ‘software reuse’ is to build systems that are bigger and even more complex, more reliable, less expensive and derivable on time. Most software systems are not totally newly develops; instead they are variants of systems that have already been developed. Institutions build software projects within a few business requirements, repeatedly building system variants within those domains. This is to improve the quality and productivity of the software production process. Each team of a distributed project has a responsibility to contribute reusable assets to team and, therefore, asset development, and support responsibilities are distributed among team of projects.

C. The concept of layered architectural style

Layered architecture aims for grouping of related functionality within an application into distinct layers-related by a possible common role or responsibility. A software component can be a software module, a service, a resource or a package that encapsulates a set of related functions. Communication between layers may be explicit and loosely coupled. This style has been described as an inverted pyramid of reuse. In this each layer aggregates the responsibilities and abstractions of the layer directly beneath it. In the situation of strict layering, components in a layer can interact with components in the same layer from the layer directly below it. The relaxed layering situation allows tasks or components in a layer to interact with components in the same layer or with components in any lower layer. Some layers of an application may reside on the same physical computer of the same tier or may be distributed over separate computers of n-tier, and the tasks or components in each layer communicate with components in other layers through some defined interfaces. For example, an application design consists of a presentation layer to represent functionality, business layer to represent business rules, and data layer to represent the data access. Each layer in this example has unique contributions.

For a successful management of project a number of key behavioral factors have emerged. There are several factors that are crucial in impacting on the behavioral issues relating to project management [5]. The two main factors are Project Teams and Virtual Teams. The better future of the organizations will rely on project teams and project management that utilized the distributed teams comprising individuals who may directly or indirectly interact with each other as part of virtual team. Another factor is the conflict and negotiation management where all the conflicts are going to minimize. The key actions and behaviors across the interaction process lead to the learning that incorporates the development and improvement of new skills, to new knowledge to satisfy team task performance, to being flexible and dynamic, and to improving the quality of working life. In addition to this, coordination assists in meeting goal settings, managing and integrating people and information, setting and managing time schedules and planning and managing divisions. Communication as an additional behavior enables people to understand the nature of a problem coherently and to share synchronously or asynchronously. Furthermore, the decision-making process as an action involves both intellectual and judgmental tasks influencing team outcomes [6].

The detail of the study is described in several sections. The related works in given in section 2, the concept of a layered architecture in section3. Section 4 has the new proposed layer architecture with ‘Responsibility Index.’ The demonstration of the proposed new layer framework is given in section 5 and section 6 has the conclusion of the study.

II. RELATED WORKS

The development of distributing software development can continue to increase time-to-market by around-the-clock. It is to increase flexibility on merger and acquisition of different opportunities. Such geographical distribution of task becomes increase with high transfer of development and maintenance activities from the
developed countries to developing one or vice versa [7]. There is lack of high skilled and engineering expertise and trained personnel force for off-shoring innovation decisions [8].

Such distributed environment, the coordination and communication works are difficult. Management of projects becomes more challenging and troublesome. Distributed software development has several complexities and challenges. Making distributed project teams’ work effectively and delivering better outcomes on time and within budget are serious challenge of industries. In order answer to these challenges, experts, and researchers or practitioners are continuously finding and developing vast amounts of frameworks, guidelines, tools, methodologies and tips [9, 10]. Performance analysis of any organization can be done with respect to the factors such as productivity, innovativeness etc[11].

A. Impossible management over software crisis

Software development would be slow, expensive and error prone, often resulting in products with large number of defects which cause serious problems in reliability, usability, and performance. As per the Chaos report of Standish group [12], the companies in the United States spent more than $250 billion each year on IT application development of approximately 175, 000 projects. Around 16% of these projects finished on schedule and also within target budget. Around 31% were cancelled before completion giving losses of about $81 billion. Approximately 53% exceeded their original budgets by an average of 189% for losses of about $59 billion. Those projects that managed to final completion delivered an average of 42% of the planned features. Another report [13] from the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) indicated that out of around 542 software organizations participating in the CMM maturity assessment, 67% of them were at CMM Level 1, and 20% were at CMM (Capability Maturity Model) Level 2. Inputs to the process are ill-defined, and the transition from inputs to final software products is uncontrolled.

However, there is still no visibility as to how software products are produced, and any disturbance to the development team or resources can easily cause project failure. It is said that 87% of the software organizations in the survey were unable to control their development processes. The development process is so reactive that management control is impossible. Rick management studies are also performed based on deliverable of projects. Such study can report the risk associated to a deliverable to alerts the developer team to minimize the risk using preventive measures [14].

B. Some related tools

Work break-down structure (WBS) provides the basis for planning and managing the project schedule and breaks the work required into smaller and more manageable pieces. Its an outcome oriented analysis of the work involved in the project. It also assigns duration to each problem or task or outcome identified. Gantt Charts gives a graphical representation that shows the project calendar giving the start scheduled and end dates, and the durations. It also records the people who are responsible for each activity as optional purpose. It is difficult to update manually. Critical Path Methods schedule all project activities so that it can be completed quickly in identifying those activities that, if delayed, are likely to affect the overall project completion time. Critical Chain Method mainly used in predictive planning, but can also be used for iterative development. The program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) takes into account of handling the uncertainty in project planning and scheduling [15]. Sample diagrams of a work breakdown structure and Gantt chart are shown in fig1(a) and (b) respectively.
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Fig. 1. Project Management charts

C. Some architectures for proper management of responsibilities

Software architectural design has treated as a crucial phase of the design process. System architecture constitutes manageable model of system structure that describes how system components work together. Several works have identified architectural styles to guide high-level system design. However management of the responsibilities of the members of the project is not discussed. For example the flat style, a Software architectural design has no fixed structure and no control of one actor over another is assumed. Another architecture design, the structure-in-5 style consists of the typical strategic planning and logistic components generally found in many organizations. At the top of the most organization lies the apex composed of strategic executive actors. Below it resides the logistics, control or other standardization and management components respectively support coordination and middle agency.

The pyramid architecture style is the hierarchical authority structure exercised within organization. Members at the lower levels depend on members of the higher levels. The mechanism is direct supervision from the apex body. Most of the managers and supervisors are only intermediate actors routing strategic decisions and authority from the apex routing to the operating level. They can coordinate by their own at a local level. Such
style can be applied when deploying simple systems. Moreover, it encourages dynamicity since coordination and decision mechanisms are happened directly, not complex and immediately identifiable. It is not suitable for huge system requiring many kinds of agents. However, it can be used to manage and resolve crisis situations. A pictorial flow of pyramid style is shown in fig2.a.

Each partner or agency can manage and control itself on a local dimension and interact directly with other agency or partners to exchange, provide and receive services, data and knowledge. A simple pictorial flow of takeover style is shown in fig2.b [16].

Hybrid forms of integration of agile practices are discussed to develop quality software as per customer requirements [17]. Neural Networks were used to analyses the performance of Software Effort Estimation Models [18]. However in most of such study, the proper framework for managing the responsibilities involved in distributed software projects are not carried out.

III. THE CONCEPT OF LAYER ARCHITECTURE

Architectural Styles are the high-level set of rules that constrains the architecture for certain context and describe to describe solutions to the problems. Architecture is considered to consist of several components and the connectors (interactions) between them. A software component can be a software module, a service, or a resource that encapsulates a set of related functions. Design explicitly addresses functional requirements while architecture explicitly addresses functional and non-functional requirements. Some of the requirements are reusability, maintainability, testability, efficiency, portability, interoperability and fault-tolerance and the other Quality Attributes. The goal of software architecture is to enable the construction of very large system architectures [19]. Some of the benefits of Architectural Style are:

1. Promotes communications among the designers and developers by using similar pattern names for representing the lengthy description of projects
2. Designers and developers use similar terminologies as they provide a set of predefined subsystems
3. Supports reusability and responsiveness
4. Improves development efficiency and productivity among the team
5. Standardized layer interfaces for common libraries

The Layers style helps developers to structure the applications that can be decomposed into groups of subtasks in which each group of subtasks is at a particular level of abstraction. Networking protocols are the common known example of layered architectures. This protocol consists of a set of principles and conventions that describe working process. Large system requires decomposition. A large system may be decomposed to small portions for proper management. The following is an example of designing a system that has mix of low and high-level issues. Such systems require some horizontal structuring. This is the case where several operations are on the same level of abstraction but could be independent of each other. Example of above system is OSI 7-layer model. Parts of the system should be exchangeable. Components should able to replace without affecting the rest of the system. Its platform may be subject to change in the future. Option of code changes, recompilation, and reconfiguration of the system can also be perform.
Adjusting cache or buffer sizes are examples of a change of such system.

The layers pattern is better suited to systems that require reliable operation, because it is easier to implement error handling. Structurally, each layer provides a related set of services. Dynamically, each layer may only use the layers below it. Layer A may use layer B because it depends on something B does for example data written to the database by B to be used by A. Layer A evokes layer B says Layer A passes control or data or both directly to B.
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Fig. 3. Sample Layer styles (Operating system)

IV. THE NEW PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

A large project has several components to perform. A component can be a module or activity of a project, a service, or a resource that encapsulates a set of related functions. Such project has numbers of team members who work on different components (modules) with different responsibilities such as analysis, designing, coding, testing etc. In this example the component1 has all the modules and related activities of the analysis phase of development of a large project. Component2 has all the modules and related activities of the design phase and so on.

This study proposed a new concept of layered architecture which can handle the index of responsibilities of a large project. The index will be automatically updated on changed of the roles of a member. The new status will be update among all evolving members. This new framework has been evaluated using small case study.

An example of project with several components is shown in fig.4(a). Each layer consists of three components (comp) in different levels and it also has several sub layers. The components are the modules and sub modules of a large project. The components are interrelated with the help of request. In the middle layer two components are interacted. Components in different layers call each other directly and shield each layer by incorporating a unified interface. In the design, component 3.1 no longer calls component 1.2 directly, but calls a Layer 1 interface object that forwards the request instead. It is probably that a client issues a request to Layer N. Since Layer N cannot carry out the request on its own. It calls the next Layer N-1 for supporting subtasks. Layer N-1 provides these services. In the process sending further requests to Layer N-2 and soon until Layer1 is reached. Here, the lowest-level services are finally performed. If necessary, it replies to the different requests passed back up from Layer 1 to 2, from Layer2 to Layer3, and so on until the final reply arrives at Layer N.

The concept of ‘Responsibilities Index’ is introduced along with the layered architecture. The sketch of the enhanced version of the Layer Architecture is given in fig. 4(b). This Index is used to track the responsibilities of each member who are evolved in each of activity of the entire project phases. A development team may have several team groups such as team1, 2, 3 etc. Assume that project has several phases such as Analysis, Designing, and Coding etc. Different teams were assigned for different works.

Let's assume that team2 is responsible for designing a component of the project. Team2 has three members who work on different roles. A sample of the scenario is shown in fig.4.(c). Initially in the time of assignment of the role(time1), the member ‘A’ has works of designing ‘Login form1’ which index1 as per this scenario. Likewise member ‘B’ has work of ‘designing website1’, ‘C’ has ‘designs of form1’ respectively.

![Enhanced version of General Layer Architecture](image)

(a) General Layer Architecture

![Sample Responsibilities Index](image)

(b) Enhanced version of the General Layer Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team name: Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team1: Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team2: Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team3: Coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team N: M roles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsibilities Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component 1(Analysis 1.1,1.2,1.3...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 2(Design 2.1,2.2,2.3...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 3(Coding 3.1,3.2,3.3...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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It can be taken as a mechanism through which people and technical resources are combined to carry out specified activities in order to accomplish stated goals. It requires action related to list of task, team member roles, member relations, time etc.

C. Control

During control it does monitoring and measuring project activities. It is done so to anticipate and manage variances from project plans and organizational goals. The details of these factors are well discussed in the previous of study [20].

The execution of the proposed framework with respect to development of large project is demonstrated in next section 5. This new framework makes the easy management of team members, developer and users. In case of any inquiry, the users can directly transfer their query directly to concern groups of developer, without confusion and reducing waiting time.

V. DEMONSTRATION OF THE PROPOSED NEW LAYER ARCHITECTURE

Let’s consider a scenario to develop a project name as ‘Computerized Medical Clinic’. The project is going to develop in distributed environment; meaning the developer team and customer is scatter in different parts of globe. The sketches in fig5. represents the requirements gathered along with some of the main required components of the system. This shows the shows the arrangement of the component before applying the new scheme of Layer architecture. From this figure we see only the components of the possible software. But it does not shows that which components are going to developed together or what are sequences of the components.

It also does not show which group of the developer will work on which component. Some of the sequences of the workflow are unknown to participating groups. It may require several tools such as WBS, Gantt chart etc to show different aspect of the project. This tools needs to be update now and then to show the progress of the work and changes in roles of evolving members. The layer architecture can be applied to resolve key distributed
system design challenges as discussed in earlier sections. It will help to resolve the following common design challenges like separating concerns between tiers, improving performance, enabling client extensibility, ensuring platform-neutral, network-transparent communication, decoupling suppliers and consumers, locating and creating components scalable, minimizing resource utilization etc.

As the members of the different teams are staying far away from each other across the globe, managing the responsibilities of the team members becomes complex. Defining the levels of control is necessary at appropriate level along with responsibilities of the team members involved in developing this project. Adapting layer architecture can minimized such problem in distributed environment. The new concept of 'Responsibility Index' will help each involving members to keep updating new changes in any role. In the scenario of 'Medical Imaging Systems', after applying the architecture layer pattern, roughly system can have three layers – Database Layer, Middle Layer and Presentation layers. The work flows are process among these three layers to Analysis, Design and Implementation etc. With the concept of Responsibility Index, the managing the responsibility in a layered architecture becomes easy. The theory of this Index is also shown in fig4(c).

The Index stores two current main data: (1) team name and (2) activities (component) associated with a team. Team 'A' will work on activities associated with 'Layer1'. Team B works on 'layer2' and so on. Table1 shows the sample data that a Responsibility Index can hold. Here team 'A' has three members Mr.X, Mr.Y and Mr.Z and all are assigned the work of designing the 'Database Tier'. Index value already define, example 0-no assignment, 1-design, 2-populate table, 3-refresh etc. Initially Mr.X of team A has no work and it index value is 0. At 09hours Mr.X was assigned to the designing 'table3', and at 09.30hours Mr.X to populate table1 and then refresh table1,2 and 3. Index values show the changing roles of Mr.X(A) with respect to time. Anyone access this Index will come to know about the roles and works executed by Mr.X(A). The remaining other layer2 and 3 also can be executed in similar fashion adapting the Index values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Name</th>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Subcomponent</th>
<th>Current Index value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. X(A)</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Database table1</td>
<td>09.00 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Y(A)</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Database table2</td>
<td>08.00 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Z(A)</td>
<td>Populate</td>
<td>Database table</td>
<td>09.30 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. X(A)</td>
<td>Refresh</td>
<td>Table1,2,3</td>
<td>10.00 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Y(A)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>10.00 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Z(A)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>10.00 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Sample contains of Responsibility Index

Fig. 6. Electronic Medical Imaging Systems (After applying Layer architecture and Responsibility Index)
This Index records the current roles and assigned task of each members. The index automatically updates any changes in responsibility of any team member. In such way the team manager, a team member knows the latest responsibilities each of them. During the time of new assignment, transfer of responsibility this Index helps to bring transparency among the team. At the same time, it also helps the stakeholder and customer of the project to interact, inquire or discuss with desired and correct member of project development. Otherwise, sometimes the tickets (complaints) rises from the customers are unattended and delayed in services. Fig5 shows the structure of the simple project. It does not answers question such as which team works on which component of project, which team handle what type of responsibilities etc. Fig6 shows that layered architecture along with the level of hierarchies of the project. These layers will help the developers to show the flow of data-inputs to outputs and detail phases of the project. This new layered architecture with the concept of Index value will help the evolving team to execute the project smoothly from time of inception to deployment.

VI. CONCLUSION

The new proposed ‘Responsibility Index’ incorporating with traditional layer architecture added an extra value to manage all the responsibilities of a large project. This new Index has the capacity to manage all the roles and responsibilities of members involved in developing a large distributed large project. Even though the projects are conducted jointly from various parts of globe, several roles changes happen, the Index will be automatically updated and member will know each role of each member. Hence it helps the development team, stockholder and customer to come closer. Customer will know their designated developer, in case of rising ticket (complaints) and again delay between rise of ticket and assigned task to developer, customer will know their designated developer, in case of rising ticket (complaints) and again delay between rise of ticket and assigned task to developer, in case of rising ticket (complaints) and again delay between rise of ticket and assigned task to developer.
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